Filters whose porosity decreases with depth are often more efficient at removing solute from a fluid than filters with a uniform porosity. We investigate this phenomenon via an extension of homogenization theory that accounts for a macroscale variation in microstructure. In the first stage of the paper, we homogenize the problems of flow through a filter with a near-periodic microstructure and of solute transport due to advection, diffusion, and filter adsorption. In the second stage, we use the computationally efficient homogenized equations to investigate and quantify why porosity gradients can improve filter efficiency. We find that a porosity gradient has a much larger effect on the uniformity of adsorption than it does on the total adsorption. This allows us to understand how a decreasing porosity can lead to a greater filter efficiency, by lowering the risk of localized blocking while maintaining the rate of total contaminant removal.
Introduction
Membrane separation is a vast industry with a wide range of applications, including water treatment [1, 2] , biopharmaceuticals [3, 4] , and food processing [5, 6] . For example, filters are crucial to remove waste and excess water from the blood in kidney dialysis [7] , and yeast and bacteria in beer production [8] . Despite the diverse industrial applications, an overarching goal of membrane design is to maximize the product yield. In applications where the solvent is the desired product, such as in water treatment, this is accomplished by maximizing both particle removal from the fluid suspension and filter lifespan. Mathematical modelling can offer key insight into the filtration process and operating conditions, and thus provide a cost-effective way to optimize filter design.
A common form of membrane separation is depth filtration, in which small particles (contaminants) are trapped within, and not just on the surface of, the porous filter material. Such filters often capture the majority of the contaminants in the initial portion of the filter while leaving the latter portions relatively unused, leading to premature clogging and reduced filtration efficiency [9] . In such cases, filters whose porosity decreases with depth, or porosity-graded filters, which are an example of a functionally graded material, can improve filtration efficiency, and so are often used experimentally [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Their increased efficiency can be qualitatively attributed to a decrease in porosity compensating for a reduction of contaminant concentration with depth, which occurs due to prior filtering. However, the mechanism behind this observation is not fully understood. Experiments are costly and porosity, which varies in the macroscale. A notable aspect of this analysis is that a porosity variation induces a macroscale particle advection in the direction of decreasing porosity.
In this paper we employ the homogenization method developed in [19, 22] to investigate porosity-graded filters. We model the filter material as a collection of spherical obstructions, whose radii vary spatially over a long lengthscale, past which a fluid with suspended contaminant particles flows due to an applied transmembrane pressure. The particles are transported via advection and diffusion, and can be trapped on the filter microstructure. In general, the accumulation of contaminant particles via trapping modifies the filter geometry, and this process eventually leads to pore blockage within the filter. Since this effect occurs within and not just on the inlet surface of the filter, the blockage is difficult to remove. Dealing with a blockage causes a significant reduction in efficiency and an increase in maintenance cost, as the filtration procedure must be halted to perform a back-flow procedure to dislodge the blockage or, more drastically, a filter replacement.
The underlying trapping or adsorption mechanism of a particle to the filter structure will, in principle, depend on the solute solubility and the filter material adsorption. Many existing models for trapping in filters use constitutive macroscale laws to determine how fluid volume throughput varies in time, which are fitted with experimental data [23] . In recent work by [24] , the authors perform simulations of a microscale model for the blocking of a network of pores formulated from a more fundamental mechanistic level, and their results are consistent with the set of constitutive laws. However, the model in [24] does not account for the flow profile and is computationally expensive as it keeps track of each pore. Incorporating pore blockage and the subsequent filter failure is mathematically challenging to include in homogenized models, since pore growth leads to difficult free-boundary problems.
The main objective of this work is to understand and quantify how porosity-graded filters improve filter efficiency. To this end, starting from the flow and particle transport problems in the complicated domain described by a given microstructure, we employ the homogenization method developed in [19, 22] to systematically determine an effective macroscale equation. Our model takes into account the effects of the microstructure on the fluid flow, as well as the transport by diffusion and advection of the contaminant particles. The trapping of particles by the filter microstructure is also included as an adsorption process. As in [22] , we consider a solid structure composed of spherical inclusions whose radii vary slowly in the macroscale. However, now the inclusions are partially adsorbing sinks for the particle transport and inert obstacles to the flow. In order to focus on the effect of variations in porosity within a filter, in this work we assume that the contaminant particles are small and in dilute suspension within the fluid, and thus their trapping has a negligible effect on the obstacle size. This means that our model will not be able to explicitly capture pore blocking. As a result of this simplification, the flow problem decouples from the particle transport problem (but not vice versa), and we do not have a free-boundary problem. As we consider a dilute suspension, we follow the lead of [25] and impose that particle adsorption is linearly dependent on the number of particles. This paper is divided into two stages. The first stage consists of the presentation of the full problem in §2, and the homogenization of the flow and particle transport problems to systematically obtain effective equations on the macroscale in §3. This allows us to investigate the effect of a varying porosity on filtration in the second stage of the paper, where the steady-state effective equations are applied to a filter whose porosity varies in one direction only and the flow is uni-directional, in the same direction as the porosity variation. We consider a general operating regime where the filter is placed between two reservoirs. We solve the derived system numerically and analyse our results to investigate how a variation in filter porosity affects particle trapping in steady state operation. We introduce two metrics to quantify the effectiveness of a filter and, through these, we are able to determine how a porosity gradient can improve filter efficiency. Additionally, we perform an asymptotic analysis on the derived system, exploiting the small porosity gradient (a common feature in many industrial operating regimes) to determine very accurate analytic expressions at a much reduced computational cost. These tasks are all carried out in §4. We conclude in §5 with an overview and discussion of the results from this paper, ending with relevant extensions based on this work.
Model description
We consider the transport of particles via advection and diffusion through a porosity-graded filter. The filter is modelled as a collection of solid obstacles, to which particles can adsorb. We describe the particle locations in terms of the concentrationc(x,t), wherex is the spatial vector coordinate andt is time.
The concentration field is defined within the fluid phase of the domain, where Ω f ⊂ R d is the fluid phase and Ω ⊂ R d is the entire domain (which we refer to as the 'porous medium'), with d = 2 or 3 the number of spatial dimensions. We define the solid phase of the domain as Ω s ⊂ R d , noting that Ω s = Ω \ Ω f . The solid phase is modelled by a collection of fixed non-overlapping d-dimensional balls, whose centres are located on a square or cubic lattice at a distance δl apart, where δ is a (small) dimensionless parameter and l is the characteristic filter length. We allow the radii of the balls to vary in space, and a ball with centre atx has radius δlR(x).
A consequence of the assumption that the contaminants are small particles which are in dilute suspension is that particle-particle interactions are negligible, and the dominant interaction is the adsorption of particles on the obstacles. Thus, the particle concentration is governed by the standard advection-diffusion equation with a reactive (or partially adsorbing) Robin boundary condition, which represents a linear adsorption rate:
Here∇ refers to the nabla operator with respect tox, D > 0 is the constant diffusion coefficient, ∂Ω f is the interface between the solid obstacles and the fluid region (hereafter known as the solid-fluid interface), n is the outward unit normal to ∂Ω f , u(x,t) is the velocity of the fluid flow, and γ 0 is the constant particle-adsorption coefficient. There is no adsorption when γ = 0, and the adsorption is instantaneous in the limit as γ → ∞. Additionally, we assume that we have an incompressible Newtonian fluid, which satisfies Stokes equations,
where µ is the fluid viscosity andp(x,t) is the fluid pressure.
Dimensionless equations
We scale the variables viax = lx,ũ = U u,t = (l/U )t,c = c ∞ c, andp = (µU /(δ 2 l))p, where U is a characteristic velocity scale and c ∞ is a characteristic concentration scale. The pressure scaling is chosen to balance the pressure gradient over the macroscale with viscous forces over the obstacle microscale. Using these scalings in (2.1), we obtain the dimensionless solute-transport equation
where Pe = U l/D, the Péclet number, and k = γ/(δU ) are both assumed to be O (1) parameters. As we see in §3, this choice yields a distinguished limit in which all mechanisms are present at leading order in the macroscale. We note that k may be expressed in terms of the Péclet number and the Damköhler number Da (which relates adsorption to diffusion) via k = Da/(δPe). The parameter δ that premultiplies the adsorption term in (2.3b) is required to ensure a dominant balance between particle transport and adsorption, since an O (δ) adsorption rate over an O (1/δ) number of obstacles will lead to an overall O (1) adsorption rate. It is shown in [18] that an asymptotic analysis of a similar advection-reaction-diffusion equation with Pe = O (1) and k = O (1/δ) leads to a breakdown in the asymptotic series considered. In the limit of large k, the solute is adsorbed very quickly and, for this work, could be tracked via an initial boundary layer in time of O (1/k) and, if necessary, diffusive boundary layers in space of O (1/ √ k) (though we do not consider these sub-limits further). The dimensionless version of (2.2) is
In dimensionless units, the obstacles now form a d-cubic lattice of d-balls a distance of δ apart, and a d-ball with centre at x has radius δR(x). A schematic of the dimensionless geometry is shown in the left-hand side of figure 1.
Homogenization
In order to reduce the complexity of the problem geometry we homogenize the governing equations (2.3)-(2.4) using the method of multiple scales. This will allow us to obtain effective equations on a simpler macroscale domain while formally capturing the relevant information about the microscale geometry. As is standard in homogenization theory, we introduce a microscale variable y = x/δ and treat x and y as independent. The extra degree of freedom this allows is removed by imposing that the solution is exactly periodic in y, and hence any small variation between unit cells is captured through the macroscale variable x. As shown in figure 1 , the microscale variable y is defined in the unit cell ω(x), whereas the macroscale variable x spans the entire filter. The solid portion of the cell, occupied by the obstacle, is denoted by ω s (x) and the fluid portion is ω f (x) = ω(x)\ω s (x). The boundary of the unit cell determined by the obstacle is denoted by ∂ω s (x), while the outer boundary of the unit cell is ∂ω(x). Further, we consider each dependent variable as a function of both x and y. Using the new variable y, we transform spatial derivatives in the following manner
where ∇ x and ∇ y refer to the nabla operator in the x-and y-coordinate systems respectively. Our goal is to systematically reduce the geometrical complexity of the problem by deriving effective governing equations valid in the macroscale domain. For this purpose, the variables we use in our macroscale equations are quantities averaged over an entire cell ω(x). To this end, we define the porosity φ(x) to be
since the unit cell has unit volume (|ω(x)| = 1), and the volumetric average concentration C and volumetric average fluid velocity U (also known as the Darcy velocity in porous-media formulations) as follows
c(x, y, t) dy, (3.3a)
u(x, y, t) dy, (3.3b) imposing that c = u ≡ 0 in ω s (x). We note that, alternatively, we could have averaged over the fluid portion of the cell (using |ω f (x)| in the denominator of (3.3)) rather than over the whole cell; this average, known as the intrinsic average, is most commonly used in the method of volume averaging [26] . This would give the particle concentration in terms of the available fluid space of the membrane, rather than the overall particle concentration within a membrane. As we will see later, the volume average concentration is most convenient in our case since it allows us to directly deduce the effect of macroscopic changes in the porosity. We first consider the flow problem (2.4), since it has no dependence on the concentration field, and use the ensuing results in the solute-transport problem (2.3).
Flow problem
Under the spatial transform (3.1), the flow equations (2.4) become
where ∂ω s is the obstacle boundary, and ∂ω is the outer cell boundary as shown in figure 1. Expanding the flow velocity and pressure in powers of δ as follows
where G ∈ {u, p}, the flow equations (3.4) at O (δ −1 ) are
Therefore, the leading-order pressure is independent of the microscale, i.e. p 0 = p 0 (x, t), a direct consequence of our pressure scaling choice in §2.1.
The O (1) terms in (3.4) are given by
Since (3.7) is a linear problem, its solution can be written as
where the matrix function K and the vector function Π satisfy the problem
Here, I d is the d-dimensional identity matrix, and the dependence of K and Π on x is due to the dependence of the microscale boundary ∂ω s (x) on the macroscale variable. To obtain the effective flow equation for the Darcy velocity (3.3b), we integrate (3.8a) over ω f (x) to deduce
at leading order, where K(φ) is a scalar function defined by
We note that the integral of K in (3.10b) is a multiple of the identity matrix due to the symmetry of the cell problem described by (3.9) . This would no longer be the case if, instead of a spherical obstacle, we had considered an anisotropic obstacle. Integrating (3.4b) over ω f , and using the transport theorem (outlined in Appendix A) in conjunction with the periodic and no-slip boundary conditions (3.4c)-(3.4d), we obtain the following incompressibility condition for the macroscale flow velocity
Therefore, the homogenization procedure of the Stokes velocity in the cell problem (2.4) via multiple scales yields Darcy's law (3.10) for the macroscopic velocity U as expected [27] .
Solute-transport problem
We now perform a similar homogenization for the solute-transport problem. While the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the flow problem (2.4c) are invariant to the multiple-scales transformation, this is not true for the transformation of the Robin boundary condition (2.3b) in the solute-transport problem. Following [19, 22] , we address this issue by introducing the relation
where χ(x, y) = 0 defines the solid-fluid interface. 1 Using the gradient transform (3.1), the normal vector n in (2.3b) becomes 12) where n y = −y/ y is the outward unit normal on the obstacle boundary ∂ω s (x), and δ∇ x R accounts for the macroscale effect of varying obstacle size (see [19] for details).
Under the spatial transforms (3.1) and (3.12), the solute-transport problem (2.3) becomes
Expanding c(x, y, t) in powers of δ as in (3.5) and equating powers of δ, the O (1) terms are
Therefore, we deduce that c 0 is independent of the microscale, i.e. c 0 = c 0 (x, t). The O (δ) terms in (3.13) are
using the continuity equation for the flow (3.7b). The system (3.15) is linear in c 1 , which allows us to write c 1 as 16) where the components of the function Γ satisfy
and n y,i is the ith component of the unit vector n y .
The O (δ 2 ) terms in (3.13) are
Integrating (3.18a) over ω f and applying the boundary conditions (3.18b)-(3.18c) gives
kc 0 ds, (3.19) where ds denotes the differential element of the obstacle surface ∂ω s (x). The first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.19) can be simplified using the transport theorem as stated in (A1), giving
Using that c 0 = c 0 (x, t), |ω f (x)| = φ(x) and (3.16), (3.20) reduces to
where (J T Γ ) ij = ∂Γ j /∂y i is the transpose of the Jacobian matrix of Γ, the solution to the cell problem (3.17) . From now on, we simply write φ but it should be understood that the porosity will be, in general, a function of x. In a similar manner, we use ω f (φ) instead of ω f (x) henceforth.
To express (3.21) in terms of the volumetric average concentration C(x, t) defined in (3.3a), we note that C(x, t) ∼ ω f (φ) c 0 dy = |ω f (x)|c 0 (x, t) at leading order in δ. Using this relation and (3.10a), we find that
at leading order in δ, where the effective diffusion coefficient is
and the effective adsorption coefficient is The functions (a) K(φ) and (b) PeD(φ) (defined in (3.10b) and (3.22b) respectively) calculated using Comsol Multiphysics, for ball obstacles whose centres are located in a cubic lattice, but whose radii can vary as a function of space. Due to the cubic lattice arrangement, the minimum porosity is 1 − π/4 ≈ 0.21 in two dimensions, and 1 − π/6 ≈ 0.48 in three dimensions. Note that K → ∞ as φ → 1, but we bound the graph for illustrative purposes.
We recall that the Darcy velocity that appears in (3.22a) is given by U (x, t) = −K(φ)∇ x p, with the effective permeability K defined in (3.10b). As for the permeability K, we note the right-hand side of (3.22b) is a multiple of the identity matrix due to the symmetry of the cell problem (3.17). The effective permeability K(φ) and the effective diffusion D(φ) can be computed by solving the respective cell problems (3.9) and (3.17) for a given cell porosity φ, determined by the size of the spherical obstacle. We do this numerically using the finite-element software Comsol Multiphysics and find that both K and D increase as the porosity increases, as expected (see figure 2) . The additional degree of freedom afforded by the three-dimensional problem means that the permeability and effective diffusion are larger in three than in two dimensions. Our calculations show that the leading-order effective diffusion coefficient is not affected by the fluid flow, hence the effective diffusion shown in figure 2(b) is equivalent to that calculated in [22] , which considered the limit of U → 0 , k → 0.
The homogenization procedure has significantly decreased the geometrical complexity of the multiply-connected domain in the full problem (2.3), while only slightly increasing the complexity of the governing equations for the homogenized problem (3.22) . This complexity manifests in the variable coefficients of the governing equation; these coefficients reflect the microscale structure of the problem in a systematic manner.
In addition to the increase in computational efficiency, our homogenized model gives insight into the physical effect of a non-uniform porosity. Namely, the homogenized governing equation (3.22a) indicates that a gradient in the porosity enters the equation as a term similar to the advection term due to the Darcy velocity. In other words, a non-uniform porosity in the membrane gives us an extra degree of freedom with which to either enhance or reduce the effect of a fluid flow on the solute concentration distribution. In the next section we determine how exactly to vary a macroscale porosity gradient to improve the effectiveness of a membrane filter.
A uni-directionally graded filter 4.1 Model set-up
In this section we use the homogenized equations to understand and quantify the effect of porosity gradients on filter efficiency. We model a filtration process using (3.22) in the steady state, i.e. setting ∂C/∂t = 0, coupled with appropriate boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet that represent two reservoirs. Since we are interested in the interaction between the fluid flow and the porosity gradient in the advection term, we consider a filter that is graded in the same direction as the fluid flow. Whilst it can be difficult to fine-tune filter porosity due to manufacturing constraints, it is acknowledged that a negative porosity gradient can improve filter efficiency. As discussed in the Introduction, a quantitative understanding of this behaviour is an open question.
Specifically, we consider an industrial process whereby a filter with a uni-directional constant porosity gradient separates two reservoirs, and a flow is induced through the filter in the same direction as the gradient in porosity. We are interested in the steady-state operation of this process, and how the porosity gradient affects particle adsorption. We define the direction of porosity gradient as x, where x ∈ (0, 1) within the filter (since the dimensional characteristic length l is chosen to be the length of the filter). Thus the set-up is similar to that illustrated in figure 1. The upstream is defined for x ∈ (−∞, 0) and the downstream for x ∈ (1, ∞). We emphasize that the full problem occurs within a threedimensional domain (and take d = 3 henceforth) and it is only the variation in porosity that is one-dimensional.
Provided the boundary conditions allow for uni-directionality, the Darcy equations (3.10) yield a uni-directional constant macroscale flux U = U e x (where e x is the unit vector in the x-direction), at all points in the filter, regardless of the porosity. We are able to take U = 1 without loss of generality by choosing the characteristic velocity scale U to be the average velocity in the x-direction, a quantity that is easily measured experimentally. The homogenized governing equation for the concentration C within the filter (3.22a) is then
Considering the limit of (3.22b) and (4.1) as φ → 1 provides governing equations for the upstream C − and downstream C + concentrations,
We impose continuity of concentration and concentration flux at the boundaries between the filter and the reservoirs. In the far-field of the reservoirs, the concentration tends to a constant value. We may take the upstream concentration C − → 1 (by choice of our nondimensionalization), while the downstream concentration C + tends to a constant value that must be determined as part of the solution. Mathematically, this corresponds to
Equations (4.2), (4.3a) and (4.3f) give
where A, B ∈ [0, 1] are two constants to be determined. These expressions may be substituted into the remaining boundary conditions (4.3b)-(4.3e) to yield two boundary conditions for C, thus closing the elliptic problem (4.1),
We solve the system for the filter (4.1) and (4.5) numerically using a second-order accurate finite-difference scheme with 10 3 grid points. To ensure that our results are experimentally relevant, we make comparisons between simulations that use the same transmembrane pressure difference. This corresponds to modifying the dimensionless parameters Pe and k between simulations, and is discussed in more detail in Appendix B. We consider a linear porosity model of the form
for various mean porosities φ 0 and gradients m. This corresponds to a uniform filter when m = 0. As we expect, the concentration C decreases with x as the contaminants are trapped by the filter medium (figure 3a). We also observe that the rate at which the concentration changes in x (which is related to the rate of particle removal) decreases as the porosity gradient increases (figure 3a). We probe this result further in the next section, to explore which filter set-up is most efficient at contaminant removal.
Filter efficiency
Since the goal of filtration is to maximize particle adsorption, it is helpful to consider the particle adsorption distribution, described by the right-hand side of (4.1), within the filter.
To this end, we introduce and (4.5) using a second-order accurate finite-difference scheme, from which the adsorption distribution Λ(x) can be deduced using (4.7).
Λ in figure 3b for comparison. A natural measure to evaluate filter efficiency is the total contaminant removal by the filter per unit filter area per unit time, given by
Using (4.1), (4.3d), and (4.5) we see that
and thus total contaminant removal is directly related to outlet concentration, as expected. We investigate how a porosity variation affects the total particle removal within a filter by calculating T as we vary the mean porosity φ 0 and gradient m in the linear porosity function (4.6). Although T is observed to increase with decreasing φ 0 , as we would expect, there are diminishing returns as we continue to decrease φ 0 (see figure 4a) . However, we observe only a weak dependence on m (figure 4a) whereby, upon including a porosity gradient, there is an increase in the total particle adsorption T . Interestingly, we find that the sign of m does not affect T , exhibited through the symmetry about m = 0. Whilst it may appear surprising that the orientation of the filter has no effect on total particle adsorption, this phenomenon arises as a result of the commutativity of the obstacle layout: the concentration after each subsequent obstacle is a proportion of the incoming concentration. Hence, the contaminant removal by the entire filter is a product of all these proportions and, moreover, any permutation of the sinks will result in the same total contaminant removal. If our model included pore blocking as a result of particle adsorption, this symmetry feature would no longer hold.
Thus, while the metric T is useful, it cannot account for the superior performance often observed for filters with a negative porosity gradient. To explain this experimental observation, we must investigate Λ further. Although long-term blockage is inevitable, a particular aim of an efficient filter is to avoid local blockages while the rest of the filter is still functional i.e. to have the filter fail 'all at once' rather than in one place. Thus, while the total contaminant removal is important, we must also consider the uniformity in which it is removed S is minimized (and zero) for uniform contaminant removal and so we posit that a smaller value of S corresponds to a more efficient filter. In contrast to our analysis of the total particle adsorption, T , we find that S strongly depends on the orientation of the filter (see figure 4b) . Additionally, a negative porosity gradient m yields a concentration profile that is closer to providing spatially uniform contaminant removal than a positive m. We note however that the minimum value of S for a given mean porosity φ 0 (shown as asterisks in figure 4b ) does not necessarily correspond to choosing the porosity gradient as negative as possible. This feature occurs because a porosity gradient that is too negative will have less particle adsorption near the entrance to the filter than towards the exit, thus also creating an uneven adsorption distribution.
Our analysis therefore indicates that, for a given mean porosity, the porosity gradient has a much larger effect on the distribution of particle adsorption within the filter than it does on the total particle adsorption. This provides a quantitative interpretation for the experimental observation that efficiency in contaminant removal is improved when a filter with a negative porosity gradient is used. As the shape of the concentration profile relates to the problem of localized blocking, we hypothesize that a negative porosity gradient allows for a more uniform contaminant removal. This increases the time until localized blocking becomes a problem, and thus increases filter efficiency.
Slowly varying porosity
The results we have presented so far provide a very useful quantitative analysis on the role of porosity gradients in filtration. However, because they were obtained numerically, it is still rather cumbersome to perform major parameter sweeps through the space of porosity functions and the dimensionless parameters Pe and k (although we emphasize that results we presented in the previous section are still orders of magnitude cheaper than solving the full equations in a complex geometry).
In this section, we take a further simplifying step by exploiting the fact that manufacturing constraints limit the possible variations in porosity. We determine approximate analytic solutions to the equations presented, significantly increasing the computational efficiency and allowing us to gain insight into the concentration profiles we obtain. To implement this, we explore the limit of a weakly varying porosity such that dφ/dx = O (ǫ), where ǫ ≪ 1.
We expand C and φ(x) in powers of ǫ as follows
where φ 0 is the mean porosity, thus constant in x. We expand D(φ(x)) and f (φ(x)) in the same manner as φ(x), i.e. where the leading-order term is constant. The coefficients are given by
As the porosity function is an input to our model, the asymptotic expansions for φ(x), D(φ(x)), and f (φ(x)) are known. For the linear porosity functions (4.6) considered in the previous section, we have ǫ = m, φ 1 (x) = x − 0.5, and the asymptotic limit we consider is equivalent to m → 0, i.e. close to uniform porosity. Note that the theoretical maximum value of ǫ for a linear porosity function is π/6 ≈ 0.52 in three dimensions. However, the maximum value of ǫ will be smaller in practise.
Substituting the asymptotic series (4.11) into the system (4.1), (4.5) and equating powers of ǫ, the O (1) system is given by
The system (4.13) is solved by The O (ǫ) terms in the system (4.1) and (4.5) are given by
Using variation of parameters, the system (4.15) is solved by
Here, In addition to the increase in computational efficiency, this analytic result also allows us to determine closed-form approximations up to O (ǫ) for the metrics T and S,
The asymptotic concentration profile (up to two terms) agrees very well with the profile obtained numerically, even when the porosity gradient takes physically extreme values (see figure 5) . Further, the closed-form nature of (4.18) allows us to produce approximate results for T and S (shown as dashed black lines in figure 4 ) at a fraction of the computational cost. As with all the analytic results in this section, we observe excellent agreement with the numerical results.
Discussion
We have systematically derived a macroscopic model for a porosity-graded filter from microscale information by generalizing standard homogenization theory for near-periodic systems. The result is an advection-diffusion-reaction equation for the solute concentration within the filter as a function of the porosity distribution and operating conditions. In particular, this equation has allowed us to investigate how porosity gradients affect solute trapping and filter efficiency. To this end, we have defined two suitable metrics to quantify the implicit effect of blocking. The first corresponds to the rate of total contaminant removal. The second measures how close to uniform the adsorption of the contaminant is within the filter and is an indication of the propensity of a filter to localized blocking. By performing a computationally efficient parameter sweep, we have been able to determine and quantify that, for a given mean porosity, a porosity gradient has a much larger effect on the second metric than the first metric. In general, we have found that a filter with a decreasing porosity will be less prone to localized blocking and we have quantified the optimal gradient as a function of the operating conditions. This allows us to understand the experimental observation that a decreasing porosity can lead to a greater filter efficiency; the porosity gradient lowers the risk of localized blocking, while maintaining the rate of total contaminant removal.
The homogenization procedure we used allowed a near-periodic, rather than a strictly periodic, microstructure to be considered. The macroscale variation that near-periodicity allows is a vital feature of a porosity-graded filter. The resulting macroscale equations are computationally cheap to solve, allowing us to efficiently explore the experimental parameter space to quantify filter efficiency.
With regards to an 'ideal' filter, we note that it is impossible to globally optimize both of the two metrics (T and S) that we created. Indeed, we found that porosity functions that increase total adsorption were further from uniform adsorption. Thus, there is a trade-off to be made between maximizing adsorption and minimizing potential blockage issues, an idea supported in the network model for trapping [24] . Whilst the question of determining an 'optimum' porosity function will depend on the specifications of the end-user, our work provides an inexpensive method to increase filter efficiency given these requirements. However, our model does suggest that, in the absence of additional constraints, it is wiser to use a filter with a negative rather than positive porosity gradient. While this will not affect the total adsorption, it will provide a more uniform adsorption rate throughout the filter, which should reduce blocking issues.
This work can also be used to investigate filters comprised of a series of material layers, each with a different mean porosity. One way to achieve this would be to derive suitable boundary conditions to couple each of the regions, using the method in §4.1. Another (simpler) idea, would be to use a differentiable approximation of the porosity (e.g. cubic splines defined between the centres of neighbouring layers) in the macroscale model defined in the first part of this paper.
Although we considered a filter whose microscale structure consisted of balls, it is possible to consider an arbitrary shape for the microscale obstacle. However, we chose our particular microstructure to allow an explicit macroscale equation, and thus significant analytic progress to be made, and the same will not hold for the general microstructure case. It is a simple task to combine this work with that of [19] , who considered a general curvilinear coordinate transform to map a near-periodic microscale to a periodic domain, thus allowing a homogenization method to be applied. However, as the coefficients within the resulting governing equations would have to be determined at each point in space, the 'reduced' equations are still computationally expensive.
One drawback of the method presented here is the restriction to a near-periodic microscale, meaning that materials that vary wildly on the microscale cannot be treated similarly. A viable extension to this work would be to test how robust the assumptions on a near-periodic microscale structure are, and how far away one could get before the macroscopic description we derived broke down. Although the near-periodic assumption is required to derive the macroscale equations, it may be the case that it is only the average properties of the microstructure that must possess this property. This could be tested by performing numerical simulations on the full problem for randomly placed spheres. Similar simulations have been carried out in [22] for diffusing particles only, and it was found that the concentration distribution for a random and cubic array of spheres agree in the high-porosity limit. On physical grounds, we expect the same result for our work in the high-porosity limit. Furthermore, in the same limit, we expect the results for a general microscale obstacle to coincide with the high-porosity limit of the governing equations derived in this paper, using appropriate results for pore volumes and obstacle surface areas.
One feature that is lacking in our model is the dynamic effect of blockage (membrane fouling). As blocking would temporally change the geometry of the problem, the flow and particle transport problems would be fully coupled, and hence difficult to investigate. Despite the lack of explicit blocking in our model, we were able to implicitly infer the long-term effect this would have by quantifying the particle adsorption distribution within the filter. If blocking was also considered, we would expect the results in this paper to provide a quasistatic description of that model. Additionally, the linear trapping rate that we imposed is a generalized approximation of a feature that will depend on the solute solubility and the filter material adsorption. Intuitively, one would expect a Michaelis-Menten type dependence for the adsorption rate on the number of particles, i.e. approximately linear for a small number of particles and bounded above for a large number of particles. Our approach is valid because of the dilute suspension assumption but, if one is in the same asymptotic limit, it is a trivial task to extend the analysis in this paper to a general nonlinear adsorption rate if required.
Finally, we note that this work has the potential not only to guide filter manufacture and operating conditions, but also to provide assistance to other industries that use functionally graded materials, such as heterogeneous artificial body tissue in tissue engineering [28, 29] , or graded electrodes in lithium-ion batteries [30] . Furthermore, as the technology to produce functionally graded materials grows [31] , the potential experimental parameter space will also increase. Forming appropriate mathematical models and maximizing the analytic progress that can be made will significantly expedite the exploration of this parameter space and result in faster technological growth.
A Transport theorem for a varying domain
During the homogenization procedure, we use the transport theorem to evaluate integrals over microscale cells which vary in the macroscale variable x. To do this, we must determine the rate of change of the fluid domain ω f (x) with respect to x.
We note that ω f (x) has a fixed outer boundary, ∂ω, and an interior boundary on the surface of the obstacle of radius R(x), ∂ω s (x). The rate of change of ∂ω s (x) with respect to x is ∇ x R. To see this, consider the difference between integrals over the domains ω f (x + ξe i ) and ω f (x) as ξ → 0. The resulting domain of integration is a shell whose thickness is approximately ξ∂R/∂x i as ξ → 0. As we are considering an integral over ω f (x) = ω(x)\ω s (x), the relevant velocity of the interior boundary is −∇ x R.
Therefore, the transport theorem for the geometry considered in this paper is as follows. Let v(x, y, t) be a continuous vector field and periodic in y on the outer boundary ∂ω(x). Then
v(x, y, t) dy = ω f (x) ∇ x · v(x, y, t) dy − ∂ωs(x) ∇ x R · v(x, y, t) ds.
(A1)
B Parameter modification
Whilst the two dimensionless parameters Pe and k are useful for a mathematical analysis of the governing equations, within an experimental set-up it is not these parameters that will, in general, be kept constant as we vary the membrane porosity. When analyzing results from our model, it is useful to consider mathematical variations that correspond to experimental variations in order to maximize the experimental relevance of our work. In practice, the control parameter within a filtration system is typically the transmembrane pressure difference (note that the same calculation applies if the volumetric flux is the control parameter that is used instead). This corresponds to a linear variation in the average velocity in the x-direction, U . For a given (dimensional) transmembrane pressure difference ∆P , we can solve (3.10a) and (3.10c) in one dimension to deduce that (in dimensional variables)
Here, the square brackets denote that U is a functional of φ(x). Therefore, we are able to determine how U [φ] varies (relative to a reference value for the transmembrane pressure difference) for different porosity functions φ(x). That is, for a given reference function φ ref 
